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Abstract: The problem of adjustment of modern intelligence enhancement methods and automated data analysis methods to the problems 

that are still handled manually is fairly topical. For the solution of such problems, this study suggests a new DT representation which uses 

approximated to the NI knowledge structuring. The structuring is implemented by the authors’ question-answer binary tree. This is a new 

DT with only most optimal decisions for all known situations excluding non-efficient cases. A set of ‘the most effective’ solutions are leaves 

of the tree. This new approach can be applied in intelligent decision support systems (IDSS) which enhance the natural intelligence of the 

scientist in the exploratory research. This tree was tested on the problem of selecting ‘the most suitable’ optimization method out of all 

known ones. First, detailed material on the main optimization methods was selected. The material was processed by new rules of deriving 

tree elements. The resulted tree has 127 nodes, 64 leaves are optimization methods (solution options). 63 intermediary nodes form a unique 

path from root to leaf, showing the progress to the most suitable method. Also, an IDSS was implemented in C#. The paper dwells on all 

stages of the DT construction with detailed illustrations, including video. The suggested DT allowed: simplify knowledge base designing; 

reduce system designing time; simplify decision search algorithm in the knowledge base; refer to the expert in case of contributing one’s own 

developed knowledge to the subject field in the tree; obtain a new way of meta-knowledge representation. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, information collecting, processing and storing 

methods are rapidly developing enabling collecting and storing 

huge data massifs. The volumes of such data massifs are 

enormous; therefore, automated methods of data studying – 

Data Mining [1, 24] – have become so topical. One of such 

methods is a well-known Decision Tree (DT) [2-7, 9, 21]. It is 

easy to understand and interpret, does not require a special data 

preparation, is reliable and manages huge massifs with no 

special preparation procedures.  

However, this method has a number of disadvantages failing 

to solve some today’s tasks which are still handled manually, 

or are not settled efficiently or precisely enough. Among them 

is the exploratory research task of finding the optimal solution 

method for a problem in the given scientific field. 

Here are some major disadvantages of this decision method 

[4, 7, 8, 10]: 

the task of finding the optimal DT even for a simple 

problem is NP-complete, where the only optimal decision 

exists only locally at each node, therefore modern algorithms 

of DTs cannot ensure optimality of the whole tree; 

due to possible ‘overfitting’ the method of tree depth 

control has to be used; 

if the description of concept is complex, then the DT will 

be extremely large; consequently, additional approaches with 

their algorithms have to be used to solve the problem; 

for different data special techniques of attribute 

information value distribution have to be applied; 

today there are no heuristic rules that would be of a greater 

practical value, as many of them are only applicable in some 

special cases; 

all existing rules for growing a DT are designed for 

numerical sets with further application of criterion method or 

binary method to obtain the value of choice function, but they 

are completely unsuitable for non-numerical sets [13, 17-20]; 

one DT is grown for all cases of one situation, therefore as 

many DTs have to be grown as many situations there are, 

which prevents from solving problems optimally with finding 

optimal solutions in the end. 

The above-mentioned disadvantages are connected with the 

traditional way of growing a DT. Thus, a data set is written as 

follows:  

   YxxxxYx k ,,,,,, 321   

where Y is a target variable to analyze, classify and generalize. 

This variable depends on vector x


 which comprises input 

variables 
kxxxx ,,,, 321  . Obviously, the solution to this 

situation will be the case with its set of input data that presents 

the most suitable solution Y. Among the given data, this may 

be the right solution but not perfect, as such data set 

corresponds to certain experience which may be incomplete 

and require further training/fitting. 

This paper suggests a new way of constructing a DT which 

is approximated to the natural intelligence (NI) and based on 

the new intelligence enhancement method (IEM) suggested by 
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authors. This does not include the whole path of NI training 

required for the experience acquisition. Into account is only 

taken the way the NI structures perfect knowledge so as to 

arrive at the most optimal decision. 

 

2. Data and Method. Theory. 

To improve the efficiency of Data Mining [10] only one type 

of DT used to be constructed, which contains all ideal 

decisions for all possible situations. Thus, it does not cover 

other inefficient, non-productive and other cases. 

In this case, the set of ‘the most effective’ decisions  

 

   ikiiiiii YxxxxYx ,,,,,, 321   

will be the leaves of such DT, where 
i

x


 is the set of the most 

correct cognitive representations of all situations with the only 

right and ‘most suitable’ decisions. Each correct cognitive 

situation representation has its ‘most efficient’ decision, e.g.  

 

   .,,,,,, 2232221222 YxxxxYx k  

Thus, all tree paths, from root to leaves, are the most correct 

representations of all situations, where the number of decisions 

equals the number of known situations and the number of all 

possible paths from its root to each leaf. The introduction of 

new elements into this tree is possible only on condition of 

appearing new, ‘ideal’, solution methods to completely new 

situations.
This DT differs from the previously known one in the fact 

that for each DT there used to be a set of cognitive 

representations of one situation 
i

x


 among which only one was 

correct and became the solution to the objective function Y. 

The DT fitting and completion by new, more accurate, 

solutions took place in the course of the analysis of that 

situation. 

The individual cognitive ‘power’ of situation representation 

depends on many factors, such as: experience, amount of 

knowledge acquired from learning, the ‘force/power’ of NI, the 

research of which has started recently; therefore, this approach 

has been unknown before. Methods of intelligence 

enhancement have appeared recently, as well as external ways 

of the NI enhancement, becoming more and more popular. Yet, 

they still have not been integrated in Data Mining, nor 

intelligent DSSs and other ITs. 

Therefore, the situation model was usually described by 

different cases of cognitive perception from the worst to the 

best, where the latter corresponded to the individual subjective 

experience, which in reality was not the best and needed 

different fitting algorithms. The model was described as part of 

the standard idea of artificial intelligence which was not 

approximated to the NI, but succeeded in doing well-

formalized problems by the known mathematical methods [2-6, 

9, 10, 21]. The situation data are presented in massifs, binary 

relations, graphs, neural networks, demanding various 

algorithms operating great volumes of data. 

So, any situation can be described by different people by a 

certain set 
i

x


 where various combinations of input elements 

describing this situation are possible. These combinations can 

differ in values, different sequences of input elements, and 

their numbers. Another option can be, when some input data 

are split into their component parts which in turn can differ in 

sequence and values. 

Shall we consider one of such situations: 
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If the NI had to deal with such situation, out of many cases it 

would memorise only the one that corresponded to the best 

cognitive representation. As well as it would memorise one 

right solution corresponding to that situation to apply it when 

facing similar situations. In the course of life, the number of 

right solutions is growing and forming experience where the 

best cognitive representations are mainly stored. 

Obviously, the most experienced individual, expert, is the 

one whose NI has accumulated the biggest number of right 

solutions for different situations which it can use at any 

moment infallibly. They may represent a special value if a 

person seeks a solution, not a way out of the situation he/she 

marred himself/herself by making a wrong decision. In this 

case, one has to remember the whole experience and all 

solutions – both good and bad. 

This new way of deriving DTs adopts another approach to 

situation modeling. The DT uses cognitive representations of 

the most experienced expert where each situation is instantly 

solved by ‘ad hoc most suitable’ tool. This approach leads to 

an optimal DT which is easily interpreted. 

Moreover, this approach visualizes very well all knowledge 

available to the most experienced expert at one tree. This 

corresponds to the most productive way of information 

structuring and knowledge representation employed by the NI 

(Urok 3. Strukturirovanie informacii, 2016). This approach is 

known and applied as a technique which improves cognitive 

abilities of the NI and allows it to structure acquired 

knowledge precisely. 

This new DT adopts its own rules of deriving root, 

intermediary nodes and leaves [15, 16, 19], different from the 

known ones. 

Rule 1: If the scientific and technical progress (STP) made 

the object of study change its n property to n + 1property (see 

Fig. 1), the question ‘Is it a problem with n property?’ will 

be the root of question-answer binary tree (see Fig. 2). 

When a new root of the tree is derived (see Fig. 3), the old 

root is considered to be an intermediary node. 

 
Figure 1: The change of ratio of scientific problem volume to 

the knowledge from the field of knowledge when the object 

main property n is replaced by n + 1 
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Figure 2: The deriving of the root of question-answer binary 

tree 

 

 
Figure 3: The deriving of new root of question-answer binary 

tree 

Rule 2: With the help of Rule 1, each knowledge field is 

split into two parts until in each part there is only one group of 

knowledge united by one common property (see Fig. 4). Each 

identified root here is an intermediary node of question-answer 

binary tree, except the one with the main property of the first 

part. It is the root of question-answer binary tree. 

 
Figure 4: Property identification n1, …, nm, dividing ΔЗ into 

m groups of methods – Group 1, …, Group m-1 and Group m 

in chronological order influenced by the STP 

Rule 3: With the help of Rule 1, each knowledge group is 

split into two parts so as the second part would have only one 

piece of knowledge. The first part is divided into parts until 

each part has only one piece of knowledge. The identified root 

of each first part will be an intermediary node of question-

answer binary tree, the split knowledge – the leaves of this 

tree. The knowledge should go down gradually from more 

complex to less complex in levels (see Fig. 5). 

Figure 5: Property identification a1, a2, …, an, dividing a 

group of methods with property n0 into methods going from 

more to less complex 

The above-mentioned rules reflect an algorithm of 

constructing the DT (Popova et al, 2013 c), if they are 

consecutively applied for deriving all intermediary nodes and 

leaves. 

The structure of this DT makes it possible not only to store 

knowledge, but search for a solution, following the tree, 

answering the questions that help to form the correct cognitive 

representation of the current situation. In such tree, situations 

of one type are represented by the correspondent set of 

properties (
i

x


), i.e. by the sequence of questions resulting in 

one correct answer – ‘the most suitable’ solution. 

The suggested tree is different from others in the fact that at 

intermediary nodes there are questions (attributes) containing 

complex properties (not necessarily numerical), separating a 

group of solutions from the whole set of all solutions. This tree 

does not have ‘branches’ and its attributes do not have 

information values as the general approach has changed. Each 

question has only two answers ‘yes’ and ‘no’ the choice of 

which makes a transition to the next level. This means that 

each node at splitting produces only two descendants. Such 

split is characteristic of natural structuring. 

Such tree refers to binary trees. Among all known 

algorithms of DT construction, CART (Classification and 

Regression Tree) algorithm is the closest to the suggested. It is 

used to obtain a dichotomic classification model, as well as for 

solving classification and regression problems. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The suggested new way of constructing a DT approximated 

to the NI was approbated on doing a choice problem – 

selecting ‘the most suitable’ optimization method out of the set 

of all known optimization methods [11-14, 18]. 

First, quality material on the main optimization methods has 

been selected. It is a book ‘Methods of Optimization’ 

published by one of the outstanding Russian Schools headed 

by Prof. F.P. Vassil’ev [22]. This book gives a very detailed 

description of each method, providing a good basis for 

identifying common properties of optimization methods 

groups, as well as properties differentiating each method in its 

group. 

In total, the resulting DT turned out to have 127 nodes (see 

Figs. 6 - 13). 64 leaves of which are optimization methods, i.e. 

solution options. The rest 63 nodes are intermediary nodes, 

giving their unique from root to leaf paths and showing the 

course of finding a solution – selecting the most suitable 

method (see Fig. 6). 

To research and implement this DT in an intelligent DSS, 

the complete DT with questions at nodes was replaced by a 

simplified binary tree (Fig. 6). To be able to use this tree (рис. 

6) for an efficient search for the best solution, as well as for the 

search with input without tree restructuring, it was transformed 

into the type with tagged nodes in increments of 20 (see Figs. 

7-13). 
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Figure 6: A simplified binary tree based on the complete DT 

to search for the optimization method out of all possible 

methods 

 
Figure 7: A transformed DT. Leaf 1 

 
Figure 8: A transformed DT. Leaf 2 

 
Figure 9: A transformed DT. Leaf 3 

 
Figure 10: A transformed DT. Leaf 4 

 
Figure 11: A transformed DT. Leaf 5 

 
Figure 12: A transformed DT. Leaf 6 
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Figure 13: A transformed DT. Leaf 7 

Such representation of the DT allows one to test it for errors 

in its structure and so avoid errors in making decisions. 

Especially, it will be important with increasing number of 

elements. 

It is obvious (Figs. 7-13) that the input of elements is 

connected with appearing new optimization methods, which 

can be added to their group of methods without breaking the 

structure of the whole tree. It is possible due to the structure of 

binary tree and the search with input. This solution can 

significantly increase the efficiency of intelligent decision 

support system and its maintenance. This DT can be employed 

as an element of control at selecting a desired alternative (see 

Fig. 14), which was implemented in the intelligent information 

system of choice ‘Optimel’ (see Fig. 14) [18]. 

 
Figure 14: The intelligent information system of choice 

‘Optimel’ 

In Fig. 14, the suggested DT is block 11. Block 12 is a 

database of questions identifying properties. Block 13 is 

databases of answers and citations to the resources about the 

found solution methods and their applications to the problems 

of the given type. 

The derived intelligent DSS can be applied for choosing the 

most suitable optimization method without additional fitting 

and saturation by optimization methods, as the very tree 

represents a system of ideal knowledge renewable by new 

methods. These potential for adding methods have not been 

obtained or publicized yet. This is especially important for 

pilot studies which help explore the subject field, identify 

existing solution methods for the given problem and make a 

decision in the course of study. 

This principle of DT deriving can also be used for 

automating pilot studies that help identify the solution method 

for the problem of a definite scientific field. Here the DT 

represents all known solution methods for scientific problems 

of a definite scientific field applied for similar situations.  

To this end, for construction of the required DT the 

suggested rules of deriving root and intermediary nodes should 

be used. To construct an intelligent DSS, different 

implementation techniques that help structure knowledge in the 

above-mentioned way can be used. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The suggested DT will allow simplifying designing knowledge 

base. It is possible due to combining some stages (choice of 

representation of knowledge base, designing knowledge base 

structure and developing algorithm of knowledge search) and 

excluding others from the designing process (developing fitting 

algorithm for knowledge base and its filling). 

Roles of the developer of IDSS and of the expert in 

designing such system with the new DT can be combined, 

which considerably saves time on development, reduces errors, 

simplifies testing process of the obtained knowledge base and 

decreases expenses on the development of IDSS. 

The suggested way of information structuring for the DT 

allows simplifying the decision search algorithm in the 

knowledge base. This will allow using a variety of ready-made 

intelligent systems with their databases to produce the IDSS, 

where knowledge base can be formed by the power of an 

intelligent system with the help of suggested structuring 

principles, e.g. the Moodle learning environment [19, 20]. 

The designed IDSS with such DT enables the user to directly 

address the knowledge base without turning to the expert. The 

user may refer to the expert in case of contributing the 

developed knowledge to the subject field in the tree. 

The suggested way of the DT representation corresponds to 

the new way of meta-knowledge representation, i.e. knowledge 

about knowledge in the knowledge base determining rules, 

precedents and subject knowledge. 
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